FROSTED GLASS
MANIFESTATIONS
Accessible branding
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Security with
a satin sheen

Keep sensitive spaces private, comply with Part M
Building Regulations and make staﬀ safer with frosted
window vinyls. Screen glass fully with plain rolls, line it
with safety dots or get creative and etch shapes from
the frost to express your brand personality.

Bands and stripes
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Apply frosted ﬁlm in strips of alternating thickness to screen
windows in a simple yet dynamic way. The strong horizontal
lines give oﬃces an architectural look, add a feeling of space
and create a calming sense of forward motion.

Shapes and cut outs
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There’s more to frosting than lines and dots. Use glass as a
creative canvas and bring your brand language to life across
your oﬃce windows. Using a precision plotter, we trim the
material into intricate shapes or cut logos and patterns in
reverse for an interesting mix of clear and opaque surfaces.
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Add a dash
of vitality

Cool and restrained, frosting quietly goes
about its job of diverting attention. In livelier
oﬃce environments you may want to give it a
lift and punctuate the clean lines with vibrant
pops of colour.
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Prints and overlays
Keep in mind that frosting is a type of vinyl, which
means that we can print onto it; greyscale patterns
contrast especially well with the silvery material.
Ramp up visual interest by layering full colour
decals over your satin screening.
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Speciﬁcation
For superior results we recommend frosted ﬁlms from the
Metamark and 3M ranges. They plot well, apply cleanly and
quickly, and keep their appearance for years.
Opacity
Frosted ﬁlms vary in brightness and opacity. Opal Etch, our
standard frost, lets 85% of light through. Silver Etch, from
the premium range, is more solid; it lets in 56% of the light.
Between the two, you have Opal Haze, a milky ﬁlm with an
acid etched look that transmits 75% of the light.
Sparkle
Frosted ﬁlms gleam in diﬀerent ways. At the quieter end of
the scale, Opal Etch has a subtle glint; for a more noticeable
sparkle, Crystal Etch is the frost for you.
Safety
All our frosted ﬁlms have a Class B Fire Rating.
Sizes
Frosted ﬁlms come in 1220mm rolls as standard.
Certain ﬁlms can be sourced in wide and narrow rolls
(budgets and leadtimes subject to availability).
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Application
The manufacturer recommendation is to reverse-mount
frosted ﬁlms to the inside surface of window glass.
Specialist ﬁlms
Replicate cut, textured, reeded and antique glass with
patterned ﬁlms that look like the real thing, for a fraction
of the cost. Or, perk up frosting with colour accents in
translucent and dichroic ﬁlms.

See our full range of
signage at addesign.ie
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